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Case 1: Noise fluctuation in CT

Reported by: CT technologist

Problem: Axial water standard deviation out of tolerance 3 times 
within the last 7 days

Additional information: no service or maintenance had been recently 
conducted



Case 1: Noise fluctuation in CT

Background:
• Daily QC is performed using modified protocol found in 

the 2012 ACR CT Quality Control Manual and the 
manufacturer provided QC phantom
• Mean water CT number and noise (standard deviation) 

measured in both helical and axial modes.

• Measurements made on images from the center, and 
near the leading edge, of the scanned volume for helical 
scans and in a central image for the axial scan

• Axial scan is also used to evaluate for artifacts

• 2017 ACR CT Quality Control Manual
• Daily CT number and standard deviation measurements

• Failures should be reported to QMP for guidance



Case 1: Noise fluctuation in CT

Investigation Step 1:
• Review daily QC records

• Review data for entry errors

• Trends

• Abrupt changes

• Findings
• First two dates values were just out of 

tolerance

• Measurements were back in tolerance for 
two days and then went out again

• Some inconsistencies in the slice that was 
selected for measurement

Facility: Penn State Hershey Medical Center Water CT# Tolerance: 0 + 5

Scanner: CT Rm 1 (previously CT4) Water SD Tolerance(Helical): 5.0 + 1.0

Water SD Tolerance(Axial): 50 + 10

Note: If  any single Water CT# or SD value fails 3 days in a row or 3 times in any 7 day period notifiy senior techs.

If artifacts are observed, clean the gantry ring, repeat the CT check-up, and repeat artifact scan. If artifacts remain, notify senior techs.
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11/1/2019 cmm 13 0.5 5.2 20 0.3 5 99 -0.1 54.4 p

11/2/2019

11/3/2019

11/4/2019 cns 12 0.5 5 22 0.2 5.1 116 -0.3 40.3 p

11/5/2019 amb 10 0.3 4.9 23 0.3 5.2 110 -0.2 44 p

11/6/2019 cmm 14 0.1 5.2 20 -0.4 5.2 99 -0.2 54 p

11/7/2019 amb 12 -0.7 5 19 0.4 5.1 91 -0.3 60.7 p

11/8/2019 TB 15 0.3 4.7 24 0.2 5.2 140 0.5 61.9 p

11/9/2019

11/10/2019

11/11/2019 hmk 15 -0.6 5.3 25 0.1 5.1 108 -0.1 55.7 p

11/12/2019 cmm 13 -0.3 5.1 21 0.1 5.2 104 -0.7 55.9 p

11/13/2019 amb 11 -0.9 4.9 18 -0.2 5.4 86 -0.4 67.6 p

NotesDate Initials
Edge Slice Helical Scan Center Slice Helical Scan Center Slice Axial Scan Axial 

Artifacts 

(P/F)



Case 1: Noise fluctuation in CT

Investigation Step 2:
• Review phantom QC Images

• Look for artifacts

• Any significant changes in image uniformity 
and/or noise

• Findings
• Artifacts were not observed

• Image uniformity and noise was visibly consistent



Case 1: Noise fluctuation in CT

Investigation Step 3:
• Review the QC protocol

• Verify the correct protocol is being used 
consistently

• Determine if any changes to the protocol were 
made

• Findings
• Inconsistencies in protocol implementation were 

not identified

• Could the sharp reconstruction filter be a 
contributing factor to the noise variation 
being observed?



Case 1: Noise fluctuation in CT

Experiment:
• Acquire the QC phantom using sharp and smooth 

reconstruction algorithms to evaluate the effect on noise 
fluctuation.

• Finding:
• A consistent pattern of noise fluctuation was observed.

• Reconstruction filter affected the magnitude of standard 
deviation measurement as expected.

• Noise fluctuation was not affected by the reconstruction 
filter



Case 1: Noise fluctuation in CT

Experiment:
• Acquire the QC phantom on all scanners to 

evaluate potential noise fluctuations

• Finding:
• Consistent pattern of noise fluctuation was 

observed.

• Spacing between peaks and valleys was 
consistent on all Flash-128 scanners

• Peak spacing was extended on Force scanner
• Difference in peak spacing was consistent with 

difference in width of detector array

High Resolution Filter



Case 1: Noise fluctuation in CT

Vendor confirmed:

• Peak increases in noise are due to missing 
cross-talk signal between two detector 
tiles used in the z-direction.

• Peak decreases in noise are due to 
overlapping scan data.

• Not considered an actionable item as the 
system is performing as intended and no 
clinical impact is expected.



Case 1: Noise fluctuation in CT

Root cause:
• Procedure indicates the entire region of the uniform section 

should be scanned
• Requires 3+ rotations of the beam to cover 

• Produces over 200 images

• Technologist selects slice at their own discretion near the 
middle of the scanned volume
• Slice selected occasionally falls on an image at either end of a 

beam path where the fluctuations in noise are most severe.

• Corrective actions:
• Change the QC protocol to indicate only one axial rotation 

through the center of the uniform section.

• Identify a specific slice for measurement of noise standard 
deviation.



Case 2: CT Streak Artifacts

Identified by: Physicist

Problem: Streak artifacts were identified during ACR accreditation 
renewal phantom testing

Additional information: no equipment problems or artifacts from this 
unit had been reported to physics



Case 2: CT Streak Artifacts

Investigation Step 1:

• Review all ACR phantom images
• Determine type and extent of artifacts

• Findings
• Artifacts were present on pediatric brain and adult brain phantom 

scans but were not seen on adult or pediatric abdomen phantom 
scans.

• Artifacts were not present in all images within the scans

• Tube arcing was suspected due to random appearance 
through images
• Were we seeing these artifacts on daily QC and clinical images?

• If so, for how long?



Case 2: CT Streak Artifacts

Investigation Step 2:

• Review daily QC phantom images
• Review helical and axial images

• Determine if artifacts are present and to what extent

• Findings
• Artifacts were not observed

• Helical and axial QC scans are acquired using a modified 
abdomen protocol

• QC images from the previous two days were available for 
review 

• Older QC images had been deleted from the scanner

Helical QC Scan

Axial QC Scan



Case 2: CT Streak Artifacts

Investigation Step 3:

• Review clinical images
• Determine if artifacts are present and to what extent

• Start review on date of testing and work backward 
chronologically

• Findings
• Observed artifacts on some clinical images and not on others

• Artifacts were isolated to a few images within the scan range

• Artifact was observed on scans several days prior to 
identification by the physicist



Case 2: CT Streak Artifacts

Re-defining the problem:
• Streak artifacts were present on clinical images several 

days prior to identification by the physicist

• Why had the problem not been reported to physics or 
clinical engineering?

Clinical examples of artifacts were presented to 
technologists and physicians

• Were able to recognize artifacts in the images
• Artifacts appeared similar to metal streak artifacts which they are 

accustomed to seeing

• Artifacts did not interfere with clinical interpretation



Case 2: CT Streak Artifacts

Root cause:
• Tube arcing was suspected; not confirmed with vendor

Corrective actions:
• X-ray tube replaced, ACR testing repeated with adequate 

results

The BIGGER problem!
• Clinical staff seemed indifferent to presence of the artifacts or 

the need to report the issues

Corrective actions
• Identify a process for identifying, reporting, and responding to 

artifacts

• Have daily phantom QC images sent to AQNET server for 
review by an imaging physicist

“Until service is completed, the QC team 
should decide if the scanner can be used for 
patient exams (perhaps on a limited basis and 
depending on the type and severity of the 
artifact).”



Case 3: Fluroscopy Temporal Resolution 

Reported by: Physician

Problem: Poor temporal resolution in video fluoroscopic feeding 
studies

Additional information: Speech therapy communicated the issue to the 
Radiologists



Case 3: Fluoroscopy Temporal Resolution

Background:
• Speech therapy personnel indicated that the “national standard” for these studies 

was to use 30 pps for image acquisition

• The physician provided the following information:
• Exams were currently acquired at 7.5 pps

• Had been told the system had a 15 pps setting but was skeptical about increasing due to patient dose 
concerns 

• The studies normally used 2-3 minutes of fluoroscopy  time

• His questions for us were:
• What is the difference in radiation dose between 30 pps and continuous fluoroscopy?

• Should we be using a higher pulse rate setting or continuous fluoroscopy for these studies?

• There was only one fluoroscopy unit used to perform these procedures



Case 3: Fluoroscopy Temporal Resolution

Investigation Step 1:
• Review the last radiation output 

check for the equipment in question
• Compare outputs at different pulse rates 

• Determine if another setting may give 
similar dose rate but with higher 
temporal resolution

• Findings:
• The highest pulse rate setting on the 

report was 7.5 pps



Case 3: Fluoroscopy Temporal Resolution

Investigation Step 2:
• Look at the equipment to determine what 

settings are available on the unit

• Ask the technologist what settings they use 
for swallow studies

Findings:

• The button icons were not very helpful

• The technologist indicated they set the 
system as shown in the diagram

• Correlating to the report that would be 3.5 
pps low dose



Case 3: Fluoroscopy Temporal Resolution

Investigation Step 3:
Check the operating console

• Can the pulse rate settings be adjusted at 
the console?

• Does the procedure selected affect the pulse 
rates available?

Findings:

• Pulse rates do change depending on the 
procedures selected

• The setting for “Swallow” studies changes 
the pulse rates to 15 pps, 7.5 pps, and 3.5 
pps



Case 3: Fluoroscopy Temporal Resolution

Follow-up:
Re-measure the output rates on the swallow 
setting

Findings:

• The output rate at 15 pps was slightly 
higher than in continuous mode

• Which mode should be used? Continuous 
or 15 pps?



Case 3: Fluoroscopy Temporal Resolution
Investigation Step 4
Perform a literature search

• Verify the claim that 30 pps is the standard for these studies

Findings:

• Many GI publications indicated continuous or 30 pps fluoroscopy should be used

• Radiology publications – record at 30 pps (not less than 15 pps)

• ACR-SPR Practice parameter – “suggests” continuous fluoroscopy is normally used



Case 3: Fluoroscopy Temporal Resolution

Several cases completed using 
continuous, low dose setting

• Improved temporal resolution

• Increased spatial blurring

• Significant increase in number of 
images
• Storage issues

Final compromise was to acquire at 15 
pps



Case 3: Fluoroscopy Temporal Resolution

Final Outcomes:

• 30 pps acquisition would likely have provided the temporal resolution 
and adequate spatial resolution desired
• Equipment with these capabilities was not available

Corrective actions:

• Involve physicist in equipment purchase decisions

• Physicist involvement in vendor applications training
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